Responsible Leather
International Working Group Meeting #2
Responsible Leather Assessment tool (RLA)
Tuesday, July 30th, 2019

Anti-Trust Statement
Textile Exchange convenes the textile community and
values diversity of views, expertise, opinions,
backgrounds, and experiences. It is expected that
members of this community will collaborate by sharing
ideas, information, and resources of publicly available
information only and avoid discussions on price, strategic
plans or other private and sensitive information.

Chatham House Rule

“When a meeting, or part thereof, is held under the
Chatham House Rule, participants are free to use the
information received, but neither the identity not the
affiliation of the speaker(s), nor that of any other
participant, may be revealed.”

GoToWebinar Control Panel

Mute/Unmute
Raise hand

• You can use the Raise hand button to signal that you have a question,
want to make a comment, or require assistance.
• Alternatively, if you can use the Questions Panel and click send. We will
do our best to answer as timely as possible.
• You can find the Attendee Registration List under “Handouts” to see
who else is on the call (note: not everyone registered will be present).

Agenda
1. Shared News and Updates
2. Call Schedules, Events calendar
3. Scope Committee Updates
• Animal Welfare
• Deforestation/Conversion - Free
• Leather Production
• Traceability
4. Funding review
5. Next Steps

Shared Updates

In the News

Industry Updates
• Other Updates?

Responsible Leather Structure

Responsible Leather Round Table (RLRT)

Responsible Leather Assessment tool
International Working Group (RLA IWG)
Governance

Scopes Committees

(Animal Welfare, Leather Production,
Deforestation, Traceability)

2019 Upcoming
Events

Responsible Leather meeting: 9 am to 5 pm on Friday, October 18th.
There may also be a field trip in addition to this day.

AGENDA SUMMARY
9:00 - Welcome
• Agenda overview and goals
9:10 - Introductions
• Icebreaker activities to learn about the supply chain
• Producer perspective
9:45 - Overview of Responsible Leather work
• Theory of Change, Committees, progress on work plan,
future milestones
10:00 – Benchmarking Assessment Tool
• Explanation of the model and discussion
10:30 – Networking Break
11:00 - Credit Trading
• Explanation of the model
• Presentation by ACT Commodities
• Gaming!
• Discussion

12:30 - Lunch
1:30 - Animal Welfare
• Theory of Change, strategic decisions made
and reasoning behind them
2:15 – Deforestation/Conversion free
• Theory of Change, strategic decisions made
and reasoning behind them
3:00 - Networking Break
3:30 – Leather Production
• Theory of Change, strategic decisions made
and reasoning behind them
4:00 – Claims Language
• Break-out exercises and discussion
• Group discussion on what claims can be made
4:45 – Parking Lot issues
5:00 – Close

https://www.eiseverywhere.com/website/2614/home/

Register Today!

Other Events/Meetings
Event

Location and Dates

GTPS meeting

Sao Paolo, July 9-11

Credit Trading Meeting # 3

London, September 17

RLRT Meeting

Vancouver, October 18

Scope
Committee
Updates

Animal Welfare
Committee
Updates

Animal Welfare Framework: Desired
Outcomes for Main Modules
Nutrition: Animals have access to sufficient feed and water suited to their age and needs to maintain health and to
prevent prolonged hunger, thirst, malnutrition or dehydration.
Living Environment: Animals are kept in an environment that provides the conditions and facilities needed for health,
safety, comfort and normal behavior.
Animal Management: Animals are bred, raised, handled, managed and cared for in a manner that ensures their health
and safety. Animals are free from pain, injury and disease and managed with a proactive approach to ensure that their
health of the animal is maintained through all stages of life.
Transport: Animals are transported in a low-stress manner, by competant handlers on well-planned journeys. Transport
vehicles are designed and maintained to be suitable for the livestock transported.
Slaughter: Animal are slaughtered efficiently and humanely without pain and distress. Animals are stunned pre-slaughter
Management, Plans and Procedures: Farmers have a clear strategy and set of protocols to safeguard the welfare of
their animals, and to demonstrate compliance to the relevant TE standard

Animal Welfare Framework example
Modules, Submodules

Categories

Expectation

Required/Reco How requirement is
mmended
determined - first level

How requirement is determined second level

NUTRITION
Desired outcome: Animals have access to sufficient feed and water suited to their age and needs to maintain health and to prevent prolonged hunger, thirst,
malnutrition or dehydration.
Feed
Provision of feed Quantity and quality
Required
Practice - what feed is
appropriate for their age and
provided, quality/quantity of
needs.
feed (i.e. grains or
concentrate feed) and
grazing/forage
To discuss: Minimum quantity Required
Practice - would need a set Indicator - Diets with insufficient
of long fibre roughage/forage
requirement for a minimum roughage can contribute to
provided in the daily diet
% of long fibre roughage in abnormal oral behaviour in
the daily diet
finishing cattle, such as tongue
OR indicator: absence of
rolling
health problems related to
low fibre/high grain diets
Indicator - absence of health
issues/low mortality morbidity (for
high grain diets risks include
acidosis, bloat, liver abscess and
laminitis)
Body condition
Body condition is monitored
Required
Indicator: BCS within
Indicator - BCS not above 4 on a
Scoring
and kept within reasonable
acceptable norms - not
scale of 1-5; not above 6 on a
limits.
below 2 as an essential
scale of 1-9. L
requirement on a scale of 15, not below 4 on a scale of
1-9 and action taken for
individual animals that fall to
this level

Benchmarking
• From the expectations and detail of how each requirement in the benchmark is determined; different protocols for beef
production can be compared against the benchmark.
• Protocols being considered as the benchmark is developed and where they are currently in use:
• OIE (cattle, transport and slaughter protocols as appropriate) GLOBAL
• The Canadian Roundtable on Sustainable Beef (CRSB) protocol CANADA
•
•
•
•
•

Global Animal Partnership beef standard USA, CANADA, AUSTRALIA
RSPCA Assured beef standard UK
Certified Animal Welfare Approved beef standard USA, CANADA, SOUTH AFRICA, UK
Certified Humane/Humane Farm Animal Care beef standard USA, CANADA, AUSTRALIA
American Humane Association beef standard USA

Topics for discussion
Feedlots
• The benchmark does not prohibit feedlots, rather it sets expectations for all
cattle in all systems to ensure good welfare including:
• thermal comfort, shelter/shade, cleanliness (mud scoring), antimicrobial
use, lameness (and other health issues); forage content in the diet etc.
• There is not unanimous agreement for this on the animal welfare committee.

Topics for discussion: Painful procedures
Spaying: The animal welfare committee would like to prohibit this operation full stop.
Castration: Some support on the animal welfare committee to prohibit the use of rubber rings
and bands
Disbudding/dehorning: The animal welfare committee would like to explore the possibility of
setting a time limit on disbudding (and prohibit dehorning) and get producers to switch to polled
breeds.
Pain relief: This must be used for painful procedures if it is available to farmers in their country
or region

Topics for discussion
Topics for discussion
• The Animal Welfare Committee would like to totally prohibit the use of electric
prods for on-farm handling, transport and at slaughter plants.
• Tethering: the animal welfare committee would prefer to prohibit this, but how
prevalent is this with leather from dairy herds?
• Transport duration: Is it possible to set a maximum duration? For all cattle? Only
for calves?

What are the wider opportunities?
• The animal welfare framework increases the credibility and efficiency of our standards
and offers the opportunity to recognize standards for these fibers as well as new ones
• RDS revision
• RWS revision
• RMS development
• Responsible Leather Assessment Tool
• Cashmere: could this be part of the global solution?
• Note that to actively benchmark a standard against our framework takes resources, and
we will have to determine the ROI for each case
• Opportunity for joint communication about Textile Exchange expertise in corporate and
standards benchmarking

DCF Committee
Updates

DCF Updates
• Input given into Impact Credit strategy: decision was made to apply credits for
all levels of farming
• Decisions made:
• Farms must be legally compliant to earn any credits
• AFI definitions of deforestation and conversion-free will be used
• Producers may not do any deforestation after the cut-off date
• Regional cut-off dates and industry commitments will apply where they
exist.

DCF Updates
Baseline expectations set for verification
• Must be done by a credible third party organization (ie: government,
accredited professional body)
• Must indicate clear boundaries of the property (property polygon)
• Validation will require map-based comparison of forest/natural ecosystem
coverage from cut-off date and yearly afterwards (via remote sensing)
• Data must be made available to the auditing body
To be determined
• What percentage of sites need to be audited
• Time frames for auditing and reporting
• When will the cut-off date for Responsible Leather be?

Leather
Production
Committee
Updates

RLA Leather Production Work Plan
Task

Determine our objectives and goals (as part of the
Theory of Change)
Determine our scope: tanneries or leather production?
What tools currently exist: LWG, Tannery of the Future,
UNIC, CSCB, ZDHC, other?
Map what the existing tools cover:
What are the risk areas in each stage?
How do existing tools address these risks?
Review and summarize existing protocols
Write baseline expectations for leather production (as
part of the benchmarking tool)
How to include social? (which elements to address in the
first version, and which to leave for future ones).
Determine verification expectations
Design benchmark assessment process:
If we do choose a continuous improvement model, can
it be “start anywhere”, or do we just set a low
threshold?
Do we focus on practices and/or indicators?
Develop linkage to traceability (and credit trading
systems?)
Give input into claims language
Update IWG and get input on decisions and drafts
Calculating the leather footprint for Impact Credits
Give input into initial pricing for credits

Status
Done and included in this
document, Theory of change
applied to Leather Production
Done and included in this
document, section C

Leather Standards to be Assessed
Standards identified
LWG
Tannery of the Future
ICEC
CSCB
ZDHC
EU BREF for tanneries
Oekotex STEP

Relevance

Environmental and social criteria applied to leather
production
Self-assessment tool for tanneries
Environmental and social criteria applied to leather
production
Environmental and social criteria applied to leather
production
Chemical limits set for leather production
Environmental and occupational health
requirements set for tanneries in the EU

Traceability
Committee
Updates

Impact Partnerships & Impact Credits
• Impact Partnerships will be set up to
help drive progress towards the the
benchmark thresholds. Brands will
give money to program partners that
will then work with producers on
capacity building, data collection,
verification and trading support
• Producers can be part of the Impact
Partnership for up to three years.
• When they exit the partnership, they
can trade credits directly (which is a
financial incentive)

Farmers/Farm
Groups
Trainings

$$

Impact
Credits

Increased availability
of responsible and
traceable cattle

Verification

Data collection

Facilitator

Brands

Trading support

Credibility

Program Partner

Stories
Data

$$

Impact
Incentives

Brands will have multiple sourcing models to work with:
Impact Partnership

Individual Impact Credits

Physical Trading

Producers will also have options:
Impact Partnership

year

1

Individual Impact Credits

2

3

Individual Impact Credits

Physical Trading

4

5

Impact Credits Pilot
Goal
The purpose of the Impact Credits Pilot is to test the potential of Impact Credits and Impact Partnerships
as tools for brands to efficiently deliver support for best practices at the beginning of the supply chain and
allow for credible claims to be made.
We would ideally like to announce a first pilot credit trade on October 16th at the Textile Exchange Annual
Conference.

We are looking for brands or retailers to do a
pilot! Please contact us if you are interested!
ResponsibleLeather@TextileExchange.org

Budget &
Funding Review

Sponsorship Ask
Target

Work to be done

2019

$250,000*

Tool design

2020

$250,000*

Piloting, evaluation, revision, integration of other standards and programs

2021

$250,000*

Implementation, training, support, outreach

It will be important to have a clear budget in place, and to know that we will be fully funded. This will allow us to commit to
bringing people into our team, planning travel and meetings strategically, investing in systems where needed, and to secure
our own time within Textile Exchange for the leather work.
Sponsorship levels continue to be voluntary, however, we hope that you will consider an amount that reflects the importance of
leather to your business and/or the importance of the work we are doing in making a positive difference to this planet. And we
promise it will be one of the best returns on investment you can make – just think of what it would cost to do this work on your
own!

Sponsorship Ask
Sponsorship Level

Full Grain

Top Grain

Suede

Alternative Amount

Amount
(USD)

$50,000

$25,000

$10,000

Benefits

•
•
•

Title sponsor on Responsible Leather webpage, publications and in events.
Recognized in press release when the target is reached.
In-person Responsible Leather information event at your office (or location of choice) to give your
staff the chance to better understand and engage with us.

•
•
•

Recognized sponsor on Responsible Leather webpage, publications and in events.
Recognized in press release when the target is reached.
Customized Responsible Leather information webinar for your company, to give your staff the
chance to better understand and engage with us.

•
•
•

Named sponsor on Responsible Leather webpage, publications and in events.
Recognized in press release when the target is reached.
Access to Suede sponsor-only Responsible Leather information webinar to give your staff the
chance to better understand and engage with us.

Please write the amount you would like to pledge: $

USD

Thank you to our sponsors!

…and others!

3 Ways to
Sponsor
Responsible
Leather

1
Sponsor the Responsible
Leather Round Table
(RLRT)

2
Sponsor the
RLRT Summit
in Vancouver

3
Sponsor a Farmer to
attend the Textile Exchange
Conference/RLRT Summit

Thank you!
Email us at
ResponsibleLeather@TextileExchange.org
Or visit ResponsibleLeather.org for more
information

Thank you

TextileExchange.org
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